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ON THE CECH BICOMPLEX ASSOCIATED WITH FOLIATED STRUCTURES
by H. KITAHARA and S. YOROZU 1. We shall be in C°°-category. Let M be a paracompact connected -dimensional manifold with a foliation ^ of codimension q, and let ^U = {U^} be a simple covering of M such that each U^ is a flat neighborhood with respect to ^ . Then there exists a decomposable q-form w = w 1 [5] , [6] , [7] ).
2. Since M has a foliation ^ of codimension q, the tangent bundle TM of M has an integrable subbundle E with fibre dimension n-q. Let Q = TM/E be a quotient bundle with fibre dimension q. Choosing a suitable Riemannian metric on TM, we obtain an isomorphism TM ^ E ® Q (Whitney sum). We may suppose that "il = {U^} is a simple covering such that each U^ is a locally trivial neighborhood of the bundle Q -^ M.
Let V 0 ' denote a local connection on Qlrj , and let oj. a (resp. 12^) denote a connection form (resp. a curvature form) of V^ on U^. Let A^ be a canonical p-simplex in RP^1 (with coordinates (^o, ^,. . . , t)). We define a (ii) r/zere exists a 1-form r] on \Ja such that dw = w A T? .
Remark. -The existance of the matrix (<^f) doesn't depend on choice of q 1-forms w 1 ,. . . , w Q on Ua .
Remark. -In the proof of this lemma, we obtain
Let r(-) denote the space of all sections of bundle. The Bott connection ^ :
where Z G F(TM) such that 7i^(Z) = Z and TT : TM -> Q. Let /. ^} (1 < i < <?,^ + 1 < a < n) be a local basis dual to {w 1 , w°} on U^ satisfying ^^r(Qj^) and ^^r(E|^) with respect to the isomorphism TM ^ E ® Q . Hereafter, we suppose that the indices run the following ranges : 1 < ;, /, k, ... < q, q + 1 < a, b, . .. < n. We define a connection ^a on U^ by
where X=Xg + Xp G F(E |^) ® r(Q[u^) and Z= ^Z^,er(Q|u ). / We put V^ <?, = ^ G;'. (X)e, , that is, ^, denotes the connection i form of V" on U^. Thus we obtain ^(Xg) = ^(XE ). Therefore, for any X.G r(TMj^), c^,(X) = ^(XE) + ^(XQ) = ^(X). Q.E.D. 
